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CIRCULAR

All the III B. Tech students are here by informed that, as per University directions the College
Academic committee (CAC) discussed and resolved to conduct the intemal and extemal examinations by
following Covid- I 9 precautions.

Few of students sent mails regarding postponement/cancellation of scheduled examinations. But this
request shall not be complied as per the university directions as well as academic and carrier point of view.
Therefore the students who raised the points to cancel the examinations are not valid, because of the
following reasons.

supplementary examinations and also scheduled for III B. Tech II sem examinations of AY 2019-20 in

the month of Nov. 2020.

B.Tech I semester class work(online) for the AY 2020-21 started from 17th Aug.2020 and expected to

write I Mid examinations as per academic calendar.

of exams also very important.

hostel also make use. Week back boys two hostels handed over and made sanitation. If required we

can use. Hence as per Covid l9 protocols you will provide hostels.

grounds, if any scholarship holder is feeling difficult to pay complete dues, they may be considered to
pay 50o/" of total dues as the Govt. released the 50o/o of scholarship amount to their mothers account.

ll-2020 to 13-ll-2020 by considering the request of few students for the postponement of
examinations due to TCS NQT exam on 24'h to 26h October 2020 and SSC IE exams from 27'h to 30s
October 2020 which are already scheduled.

Keeping in view of the above the college is decided to conduct the examinations and advice you that

be ready for the examinations. Your cooperation is highly solicited in this regard for smooth conduct of
examinations without any disturbances.

To
Copy to:

1) Prof. G.V.Subba Reddy, Vice- Principal for information,
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